The progress of experimental techniques makes more and more precise measurements available. Their interpretation requires improved theoretical tools. The time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) allows to study electronic excitations involved in spectroscopic experiments, possibly conserving a computational effort comparable to that of ground-state density functional theory. I will present some applications of TDDFT to the calculation of absorption and electron energy loss spectra in extended and finite systems, discussing the advantages and the limits of different approximation schemes.
Introduction
Density functional theory (DFT) [1, 2] is nowadays a standard many-body approach for first principle calculations. Thanks to its generality, it is applied in atomic, molecular, solid state, nuclear physics and quantum chemistry, providing an efficient and accurate description of ground state properties-such as total energies, atomic structures, elastic constants, phonon spectra-in a large class of systems. It is well known that, in its static formulation, DFT is not designed to access excited states. Nevertheless, there is a strong interest in the theoretical study of excitations, as they are, e.g., at the basis of many electronic and opto-electronic technological developments and they are involved in spectroscopic experiments investigating the physical properties of materials. In the recent years, the continuous improvements of experimental techniques have made new measurements available, whose resolution has drastically increased. Meanwhile, the naive theoretical tools (i.e., the simple one-particle transition picture) have definitely shown to give too poor reference spectra, inadequate to interpret and predict, sometimes even qualitatively, processes occurring in experiments. Instead, precise calculations can provide an essential contribution to extract the information hidden in measured spectra, e.g., explaining the origin of observed peaks. To illustrate this concept, we can consider the characterization of a surface: the comparison between optical measurements and realistic spectra, computed for different reconstruction schemes, has become a non-destructive tool to identify the atomic positions on the surface [3] . Moreover, it is clear that only reliable calculations acquire a predictive power, to be used in the design of new materials of technological interest.
One possibility to overcome the intrinsic limits of static DFT is offered by its natural extension to the case of timedependent electronic densities, the time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) [4] [5] [6] [7] . By analogy with classical mechanics, as the static DFT ground state is determined by the total energy minimum, the evolution of the system in response to an external time-dependent perturbation is obtained by looking for the extrema of the quantum-mechanical action functional, yielding a time-dependent version of the KohnSham (KS) equations. Other approaches commonly used in chemistry and solid state physics, the configuration interaction method [8] and methods based on solving the BetheSalpeter equation (BSE) within the GW approximation [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , suffer from a high numerical cost, which at present prevents applications to very complex systems. Unlike these demanding techniques, in some of the approximations used (e.g., the adiabatic local density approximation TDLDA), the TDDFT has the advantage to require a computational effort comparable to that of static DFT. In principle, it is a correct and general theory for neutral excitations (i.e., which do not change the number of electrons), but in practice, its use is still restricted to some classes of systems, due to the difficulty to find general approximations for the unknown exchange-correlation (xc) contributions: the xc-potential V xc and its variation with respect to density, the xc-kernel f xc : Recently, there have been several attempts to overcome these limitations and extensive discussions can be found in Ref. [14] .
In this lecture I want to discuss some applications of TDDFT to the calculation of the optical properties of a variety of systems: from clusters and nanostructured materials, to bulk semiconductors and transition-metal oxides. We will see that satisfactory calculations, in agreement with experiments, require not only a proper description of the electronic states, but also the account of the microscopic inhomogeneity of the system and the inclusion of effective many-body interactions. After a brief introduction to the formalism, a selection of calculated spectra will be presented, in an order given by the increasing level of the underlying approximations. Results in good agreement with experiments do not necessarily come from a single approximation scheme. To clarify this point, I will focus on why and to which extent each term in the TDDFT equations is associated to specific physical effects, in view of the characteristics of the studied system, in order to conclude in which case that term gives a relevant contribution or can be neglected.
Spectroscopic experiments and calculation of dielectric functions
In the following presentation, only two types of experiments involving neutral excitations will be considered:
optical absorption and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). The absorption spectrum is described by the imaginary part of the macroscopic dielectric function " M ð!Þ: Calculations based on an Hamiltonian description of the electronic systems, give directly access to their microscopic dielectric response "ðr; r 0 ; !Þ; which needs to be properly related to the measured macroscopic response. In the case of periodic systems, it can be convenient to move to the reciprocal space, where the Fourier transform of the microscopic dielectric function is a G; G 0 -matrix (where G-vectors are reciprocal lattice vectors), depending on a wavevector q belonging to the first Brillouin zone: " G;G 0 ðq; !Þ: Neglecting the off-diagonal elements of " G;G 0 is equivalent, in the direct space, to state that the microscopic dielectric function "ðr; r 0 ; !Þ does not depend explicitly on the positions r and r 0 ; but simply on the distance r � r 0 ; as if the system were homogeneous. This assumption leads to a macroscopic dielectric function in the form of the spatial average of the microscopic dielectric function:
In fact, the off-diagonal terms in the dielectric matrix reflect the non-homogeneity of the space, as they account for the fact that a perturbing field of wave vector q and frequency ! induces microscopic fields with ðq þ G; !Þ components. The frequency ! is not affected because of the homogeneity of the time. When all matrix elements are properly considered, the macroscopic dielectric function " M can be deduced by the formula due to Adler and Wiser [15] [16] [17] :
The difference between Eq. (2) and its counterpart for an homogeneous system Eq. (1) constitutes the so-called crystal local field effect (LFE) corrections [18] . In general, for anisotropic systems, Eqs. (2) and (1) depend on the direction of the vector q (i.e., on the polarization of the incoming radiation), thus both microscopic and macroscopic responses are described by a dielectric tensor, instead of simple scalar functions. We should keep in mind that, for the case of non-isotropic media, also LFE may depend on light-polarization. An electron energy loss experiment consists in the excitation of electron-hole pairs, plasmons and other high-order multipair excitations by means of the energy lost by an electron impinging on the sample. The electron energy loss function for a transferred momentum q þ G is given by [19] :
Neglecting LFE, we obtain the simplified form:
Hence, we conclude that in both kind of spectroscopies, all the information we need to reproduce measured spectra can be extracted from the microscopic dielectric function (or tensor) " G;G 0 ðq; !Þ; more precisely from its inverse matrix " �1 G;G 0 ðq; !Þ: Let us move some further steps in the development of calculations within TDDFT. 
In the Kohn-Sham (KS) scheme, the independent-particle polarizability � 0 of a fictitious non-interacting system relates, in a fully equivalent way, the electron density �ðr; tÞ to the one-particle effective potential V eff ðr; tÞ:
Remembering the definition of the effective potential V eff ðr; tÞ ¼ V ext ðr; tÞ þ V H ðr; tÞ þ V xc ðr; tÞ; where V H and V xc denote the Hartree and the exchange-correlation time-dependent potentials, it is easy to obtain 
is the time-dependent xc-kernel and
accounts for the variation of the Hartree potential, which contains what we have already called crystal local field effects. A Dyson-like screening equation [20] connecting the two polarizabilities � and � 0 ; follows in a straightforward way from Eqs. (6), (7) and (9):
Provided one can find a satisfactory approximation for the xc-kernel, it is possible to calculate � (and hence " �1 ) from Eq. (11) . In fact, � 0 has the well known independentparticle form obtained by Adler [15] and Wiser [16] 
Applications of Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory
In Eq. (12) ði; jÞ label the electronic states i ; j of energy " i ; " j ; coming from the solution of the static Kohn-Sham equations, and f i ; f j are Fermi occupation numbers. The small imaginary constant � added in the denominator accounts for causality and can describe lifetime effects; the factor 2 stems from spin degeneracy. At this stage, a first approximation has already been employed in the KS equations to express the static V xc potential. We point out that if the exact V xc ð!Þ were known, the xc-kernel f xc would naturally follow from its functional derivative. However, we adopt an approximate expression for V xc ; and the form of f xc is not restrained to satisfy the functional derivative relation. Concerning V xc ; in the following we will always deal with the Local Density Approximation (LDA) [2] . Equation (11) relates the linear response of an interacting system in terms of the response of a non-interacting KS system with external potential V eff ðr; tÞ: While the Hartree kernel (10) in Eq. (11), is simply the variation of the Hartree potential with respect to the electron density and can be calculated formally exactly, the analytic expression for the xc-kernel is unknown, and the application of the theory has to rely on some approximations. The lowest level of approximation, widely employed in actual calculations, which corresponds to the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) [15, 16] of the Lindhard theory of screening, consists in neglecting the xc-kernel:
If also LFE are neglected within RPA, the calculation of absorption reduces to the naive independent-particle transition picture of the Fermi's golden rule. This can be easily seen by exploiting a different form of Eq. (2), namely [21] :
Here, � � � is a modified response function and � v v a modified Coulomb interaction, defined by � v v G ðqÞ which equals v G ðqÞ for all G, except for the long-range term � v v G¼0 ðqÞ which is zero. If we include neither xccontributions ð f xc ¼ 0Þ nor LFE ð � v v ¼ 0Þ; we obtain immediately
which equals Eq. (1). Referring to this approximation, we will use the definition independent-particle RPA (IP-RPA), otherwise we will take for granted the inclusion of LFE in RPA.
Another simple form for the xc-kernel is the adiabatic local density approximation (TDLDA) [5, 6, 22] , where a static local kernel is derived from the LDA exchangecorrelation potential used in ground state calculations:
As we will see in the next section, TDLDA has turned out to yield only slight modifications to RPA results in many applications, in particular in solids, being thus inadequate to correct RPA results in case they are completely unsatisfactory. More in general, in order to go beyond the RPA, further terms have to be included in f xc : These terms can be discussed in a quasi-particle picture as stemming from electron-electron and electron-hole interactions. The electron-electron interaction intervenes in the definition of quasi-particle states. The KS eigenvalues are never meant to describe electron addition and removal energies for the interacting system: it is well known that the KS theory systematically underestimates photoemission gaps. They can be corrected by replacing the KS equation by a corresponding equation within the Green's function manybody formalism. The optical gaps need a further correction: in a neutral excitation, as the excited electron does not leave the system, it continues interacting with the hole left behind in the valence state, creating an electron-hole pair (exciton). Depending on the intensity of the electron-hole interaction, excitons can lead to bound states within the gap and/or to strong deformations above the continuum absorption edge. The importance of these effects depends on the size of the screening of the electron-hole interaction and on the details of the band structure. Alternatively in TDDFT, the optical gap is determined by the KS potential, yielding KS eigenvalues, plus the sum of quasi-particle and excitonic contributions due to the variations of the KS potential, taken into account through the xc-kernel. Of course, partial cancellations occur in this sum, so that neither of the two contributions has to be described completely in TDDFT.
At present in the field of TDDFT a fervent discussion is directed to find more satisfying approximations for the xckernel f xc ; aiming in particular at improving absorption spectra in solids, which are often poorly described both within RPA and TDLDA. Progresses in the description of xc-contributions are expected to come from a better understanding of the differences between the spectroscopic properties of finite and infinite systems, as well as the differences between calculated absorption and EELS in the same system.
Some applications
In this Section I will illustrate some examples of TDDFT calculations. All presented applications start with a DFT ground state calculation within the Local Density Approximation (LDA), using norm-conserving pseudopotentials and a basis of plane waves (except for the case of small clusters, where an implementation in real space was employed). First, I want to discuss the role of LFE, by focusing on comparisons between experimental data and some calculations obtained both at the level of approximation of the Fermi's golden rule for independent particle transitions (IP-RPA, thus without LFE), and in standard RPA (including LFE). We have already explained that LFE show up when the material is non-homogeneous, now we want to investigate how their intensity measures the degree of inhomogeneity of the system.
To this end, we display in Fig. 1 the loss function of graphite calculated by Marinopoulos et al. [23] . Graphite is an hexagonal quasi-two-dimensional system, characterized by a layered structure with a weak interplane interaction and a very strong in-plane bonding. As a consequence, its dielectric response is anisotropic: "ðq; !Þ depends on the orientation � of the momentum transfer q with respect to the crystallographic c-axis, perpendicular to the layers. The loss function was determined in RPA with LFE (solid lines) and without LFT (dashed lines) for a wide range of momentum-transfer q orientations. For � ¼ 90 � ; when the q vector lies in the plane of the layers, LFE are found to be extremely small. With or without their inclusion, the plasmon positions and the line shapes are in excellent agreement with experiment. While the orientation of q gets closer to the c-axis, not only the EELS spectra change significantly, due to the relevant anisotropy of the dielectric response, but also the importance of LFE increases continuously. Finally, for � � 45 � only the RPA result remains close to the experimental curves. We can explain this outcome by observing that the electron density is delocalized on each graphene plane, and thus the density experienced by the in-plane q vector is relatively homogeneous; instead the electron density is clearly inhomogeneous in the direction parallel to the c-axis, due to the stacking of graphene layers, which prevents from neglecting LFE.
Another example of multilayered system is offered by semiconductor superlattices (SLs). These heterostructures are constructed by alternating layers of two different constituents by epitaxial growth techniques. Botti et al. [24] studied the zero-frequency dielectric tensor of ðGaAsÞ p =ðAlAsÞ p superlattices, grown in the [001] direction. GaAs and AlAs have zincblende structures with almost the same lattice parameter a: In the superlattice, the reduction of the originally cubic symmetry gives rise to a dielectric anisotropy, which depends in a non-trivial way on the layer width pa; where p is the number of planes constituting each layer. The possibility to control the anisotropy of the optical response through the manufacturing of these artificial materials have been exploited to generate optical frequency conversion [25] . Figure 2 shows the two components of the static dielectric tensor, for light polarized in the growth direction " k and in the plane perpendicular to the growth direction " ? ; as a function of the SL period p: The curves in the upper panel of Fig. 2 refer to IP-RPA calculations, which neglect LFE. For small SL periods, the differences between the two components are related to quantum-confinement effects. For large SL periods, " tends to the average of the bulk dielectric constants of GaAs and AlAs calculated without LFE (arrow on the upper panel of Fig. 2 ). This occurs for both polarizations, so that the birefringence
which measures the anisotropy of the dielectric response, tends to zero. This theoretical prediction is completely misleading, as a vanishing birefringence is not only in disagreement with experimental data, but also with the classical limit given by the effective medium theory. In fact, for large layer widths, quantum-confinement effects vanish and the birefringence can be determined by the classic Maxwell's equations. The lower panel of Fig. 2 shows the same quantities calculated including LFE. As it usually happens also in bulk systems, LFE decrease the absolute value of the dielectric tensor components. The LFE are shown in the inset of Fig. 2 : for an in-plane light polarization, they are found to be almost constant with the period, in particular they are equal to the average of LFE corrections to the dielectric constants of bulk GaAs and AlAs. This is consistent with the fact that the multilayer structure is not ''seen'' in plane. On the other hand, for increasing p; LFE give increasingly negative contributions in the direction which crosses the interfaces, where the inhomogeneity of the medium is brought into play. Thanks to the anisotropy of LFE, the birefringence undergoes a steep rise in the small-medium period region, reaching a finite plateau value for large SL periods, in agreement both with the experimental data and the classical effective medium theory.
In the previous examples, the effects of inhomogeneity were related to the geometric structure of the system. However, the inhomogeneity can also come from the localization of the electronic levels involved in excitations. Vast et al. [26] studied the role of LFE in the description of EELS spectra of rutile TiO 2 ; a transition-metal oxide. In Fig. 3 we show the integrated loss function for q oriented in the ½110� direction ðq � 0:4 � A
�1
), in an energy range up to 60 eV, which concerns electron transitions from valence and semi-core Ti (3p) states. In fact, as it happens in various compounds of 3d transition metals, although the 3p states are almost atomic-like, still they can slightly hybridize due to the interaction with neighboring atoms. The RPA spectrum without LFE yields results which are very similar to those obtained including LFE up to 25 eV. At higher energies, the theoretical peak calculated using Eq. (4) can not describe correctly the main structure at ' 47 eV; which is originated by transitions from the semi-core states: LFE reduce the intensity and blue-shift by more than 6 eV the semi-core peak, allowing the final excellent agreement with experimental data. Once again LFE turn out to be crucial: when semi-core excitations are concerned, they allow to account for the strong inhomogeneity due to the presence of almost atomic-like localized states.
The applications discussed up to now could lead to the erroneous believing that the independent-particle transitions described by � 0 ; together with the transition mixing induced by the bare Coulomb interaction are always sufficient to reproduce all spectroscopic measurements. This would imply that quasi-particle corrections and excitonic effects must cancel each other almost exactly, therefore it would be useless to include further many-body corrections through the xc-kernel f xc : This is in general not true. To supply an evidence, we will consider the apparently simple calculation of the absorption spectrum of bulk silicon. In Fig. 4 we display the imaginary part of the macroscopic dielectric function " M ð!Þ of silicon [27, 28] . Concerning the peak positions and their relative intensities, IP-RPA calculations (dashed line), do not differ significantly from RPA calculations (dotted line), in which LFE have been switched on. This occurrence is not surprising, if we look back at the considerations about the relation between LFE and the inhomogeneity of the medium: as silicon charge density does not exhibit a particularly strong inhomogeneity, it is reasonable to expect not too drastic local field corrections. The discrepancies with respect to the experiment of both IP-RPA and RPA curves are wellknown [12, 29] : theoretical peak positions are red-shifted and the intensity of the first peak ðE 1 Þ is strongly underestimated. The case of silicon is not an exception: a mediocre quality is revealed by a variety of absorption spectra in extended systems.
These considerations lead us to consider how the existing approximation schemes include xc-contributions in the dielectric response of electronic systems. The TDLDA xckernel (15) has been successfully applied to atoms, small molecules, metallic and semiconductor clusters, fullerenes [30] : despite some problematic cases (e.g., the calculation of Rydberg series), the calculated excitation energies and absorption spectra have turned out to be in good agreement with the available experimental data. As an example, the absorption spectra of some Na n clusters obtained by Vasiliev et al. [31, 32] are illustrated in Fig. 5 , where IP-PRA calculations (dotted lines) are compared to TDLDA results (solid lines). Experimental spectra are also plotted (dashed lines). As a general feature, which can be remarked in all metallic and semiconductor cluster, the TDLDA peaks are blue-shifted with respect to the IP-RPA peaks: as a result, the photoabsorption thresholds are displaced to higher energies, in agreement with experiments, and transition energies are accurately reproduced.
In view of these promising results for clusters, a first attempt to explore xc-contributions in solids is the inclusion of the TDLDA xc-kernel. We can see in Fig. 4 that TDLDA (dash-dotted line) induces some minor modifications to the RPA curve, so that no real improvement can be detected. On the other hand, Olevano and Reining [14, 33] have proved for the EELS spectrum of silicon that the TDLDA approximation gives an excellent agreement with experiment, even if the curve is only slightly modified in comparison to the RPA curve. It is interesting to remark that the similarity between RPA and TDLDA results holds also for the loss function of graphite, as shown in the panel for � ¼ 30 � in Fig. 1 , and for the integrated loss function of TiO 2 in Fig. 3 : in both cases RPA and TDLDA curves are almost indistinguishable. As a general rule, TDLDA correction are more pronounced when LFE have larger effects on the spectra (see e.g., the discussion of Fig. 15 in Ref. [14] ). Accordingly, it works out that when the TDLDA approximation provides large improvements with respect to the independent-particle KS spectra, an essential contribution always comes from the density variation of the Hartree potential (LFE). In addition, we point out that TDLDA and RPA proved to be adequate to calculate loss functions in graphite, both when the system behaves like a solid (for in-plane q) and when it shows features characteristic of isolated layers (for q along the c-axis).
On average, it is possible to conclude that the TDLDA approximation is often reliable for EELS at small momentum transfer in all kind of systems, and for absorption in finite systems, but not for absorption in extended systems.
Further developments
Presently, it would be extremely desirable to find better and generally applicable approximations for f xc : Improvements of the description of quasiparticle and excitonic effects in absorption processes might come through the inclusion of dynamical (memory) effects and/or long-range nonlocal terms [6, 27, 28, [34] [35] [36] [37] , completely absent in the TDLDA approximation. Starting from the consideration that good absorption spectra for solids can be calculated within many-body perturbation theory, thanks to Hedin's GW corrections for quasiparticle energies and the solution of the two-particle Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE), Reining et al. [27] have shown that a static long-range contribution (LRC) of the form f xc ðq; G; G 0 ; !Þ ¼ �� G;G 0 �=jq þ Gj 2 (q is a vector in the first Brillouin zone, G and G 0 are reciprocal lattice vectors, and � is a material dependent parameter) can simulate the strong continuum excitonic effect in the absorption spectrum of bulk semiconductors [28] , provided that quasiparticle eigenvalues are used instead of LDA-KS eigenvalues in the construction of � 0 : This approximation for the xc-kernel, not necessarily very similar to the unknown exact kernel [37] , yields a spectrum extremely close to the one obtained by solving the BSE.
Comparing Eq. (5) and Eq. (14) , one can understand why in solids the long-range contribution is much more important for absorption than for electron energy loss spectra: in the former case, in Eq. (14) f xc is added to a coulombian � v v which does not contain the long-range term, as vðG ¼ 0Þ is set to zero. Obviously in that case, a neglect of the divergence in f xc makes an essential difference, whereas in the case of loss spectra, determined via Eq. (5), this argument does not hold. Similarly, we can understand that in a finite system a long-range term can never be relevant. In addition, this long-range approximation for the screened electron-hole interaction is expected (as it is proved in Ref. [28] ) to work best for systems with weakly bound excitons (i.e. for semiconductors and not for wide gap materials). This does not mean that the excitonic effects themselves are weak, since the electron-hole interaction often drastically changes the spectral lineshape, as it happens for silicon. Indeed, let us go back to look at silicon absorption spectra in Fig. 4 , for there are still some curves we need to comment on. The dashed curve is the result obtained by replacing KS eigenvalues with GW quasiparticle energies in the RPA form of ": Again, we find the well-known discrepancies with experiment: now the calculated spectrum shows a blueshift and the intensity of the E 1 structure has not been corrected. Finally, the solid curve is the result of the LRC calculation, which is quite close to the BSE result (grey solid line). One adjustable parameter � is sufficient to correct both the peak positions and the intensities, which is far from trivial. Of course, the method is neither valid for all kinds of materials, nor for all Fig. 5 . Absorption spectra of Na 3 ; Na 5 ; Na 6 ; and Na 7 clusters from Ref. [31] . TDLDA calculations: (solid lines); IP-RPA spectra (dotted lines); experimental spectra: (dashed lines).
kinds of excitation spectra. Without forgetting the limitations of this approach, it is however possible to use it to predict optical properties of semiconductors, by just determining the one number �: In fact, it has been shown [28] that � is inversely proportional to the dielectric constant of the material. Comparable findings are presented in a recent work by Kim and Go¨rling [36, 38] , where the absorption spectrum of bulk silicon is calculated in the framework of the ''exact exchange'' (EXX) formalism. Within EXX formalism, the authors obtain the KS band structure by means of an exchange potential V x and then the dielectric function from an exchange kernel f x ; which presents the 1=r long-range behaviour. The neglection of correlation leads to a collapse of the spectrum: the inconvenience is solved by the introduction of an empirical cut-off for the Coulomb interaction, which simulates the missing screening. Further terms in the expansion of the xckernel, beyond the EXX f x term, as well as contributions beyond f xc ¼ ��=q 2 lead to a class of parameter-free kernels, which yield accurate optical spectra within a fully ab initio TDDFT [35] .
In conclusion, I have examined some applications of TDDFT to the calculation of electron energy loss spectra, absorption spectra, and dielectric constants in finite and extended systems. I have discussed successive approximation levels in the formalism, associating the different contributions to their physical effects. This analysis leads to understand which terms are expected to produce a sizeable contribution to spectra, and thus have to be necessarily included in calculations. The case of the xckernel is particularly interesting, as a general expression for this term is unknown and the search for improved approximations is stimulating at present an extensive debate in the TDDFT community. Some recent breakthroughs concerning the description of absorption in solids are promising steps towards a generally applicable formalism for TDDFT, which will allow to explore those complex systems that are up to now out of reach for spectroscopic simulations.
